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1. Summary 

This document contains the optical conceptual design for a ZoDIACS instrument. This 
instrument to be mounted on the Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope (JKT). WHT is a facility at Roque 
de Los Muchachos Observatory. Section 2 describes the general considerations taken into 
account for ZoDIACS design. Section 3 gives the input requirements for the design. Section 4 
describes the optical conceptual design. The main section 5 describes the error budget for optical 
and mechanical design.  

 

2. Introduction  

The ZoDIACS (Zodiacal Dust from Interstellar, Asteroidal, and Cometary, Sources) 
instrument is a dual etalon Fabry-Perot spectrometer capable of resolving the velocity structure 
of the interplanetary dust particles that comprise the zodiacal cloud. The spectrum of the zodiacal 
light contains solar absorption lines that are Doppler-shifted by the moving dust particles. The 
profiles of the shifted absorption lines therefore provide velocities of the dust particles which are 
the critical data needed to determine their origin. The ZoDIACS instrument will reduce the 
uncertainty in the velocities by a factor of about 10 and will be used to conduct a multi-year 
survey of the accessible sky using the Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope (JKT) on the island of La 
Palma (Canary Islands, Spain). The velocity data will be used to determine the orbits of the 
zodiacal cloud particles and hence to constrain dynamical models of the dust environment in the 
inner solar system and it's spatial and temporal variations. While an understanding of the origin 
and evolution of interplanetary dust particles is important to the planetary community, it also 
provides ground truth for the exoplanet community on the origin and structure of the debris disks 
of planetary systems around other stars.  

 

3. General requirements 

3.1. Requirement summary  

Spectral range  

At various frequencies, the solar spectrum displays dark bands, the Fraunhofer absorption 
lines. These features are Doppler-shifted in the spectrum of light scattered by the moving 
zodiacal dust particles. One pair of magnesium lines, the so-called MgI b1 and b2 lines (λλ 
517.270, 518.362 nm), has been historically used for zodiacal light studies due to the broadness 
of the features and their lack of significant spectral blending by other absorption lines. It would 
be nice option if the instrument will work from Hβ to Hα lines (486.134 – 656.28).  

Resolution 

The first important parameter is resolution and a good place to start is 0.02nm or a 
resolving power, R, of 25,000 at 500 nm  

Field of View 

To enable dust lanes to be resolved, the field of view on the sky should be less than 1°. 
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3.2. The Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope 

A great boost to the proposed observation program is the availability of the Jacobus 
Kapteyn Telescope (JKT). The JKT is a 1 m Cassegrain telescope that can be operated at F8 or 
F15. It is part of the INT group of telescopes on La Palma in the Canary Islands, which is an 
ideal site for Zodiacal Light (ZL) observations. Unfortunately, it is not an ideal telescope for ZL 
observations, but it does not fall far short and the convenience of having a telescope potentially 
dedicated to ZL observations (during dark times) at an ideal site more than offsets the losses. It is 
envisaged that the JKT could be configured to operate robotically via internet so it would not 
have to be manned all the time. 

The instrument will be mounted at the Cassegrain focus of the telescope. This is best for 
optical efficiency though in practice some clever beam folding will be required to get the 
interferometer into the allowed space, which on the JKT is a cylindrical volume 1.2 m diameter 
by 1.2 m long. The allowable mass is 270 kg. 

 

4. ZoDIACS optical conceptual design 

4.1. Optical Concept  

ZoDIACS optical system consists on a field lens a collimator including three fold mirrors, two 
etalon Fabry-Perot and a camera lens.  

The design sequence was:  

Pre-develop of the imaging pupil mode (field lens + collimator). Constraining pupil size and total 
length.  

 Camera unit implementation after the former solution. The system was optimized 
simultaneously for different spectral lines by means of the multi-configuration option in Zemax. 

Develop and optimization full system (field lens, collimator, etalon Fabry-Perot, and camera 
lens). In this all constructive parameters of camera lens are fixed. 

4.1.1.  Design description 

- 7 types of materials from OHARA catalog (preferred). 

- Excellent internal throughput for all the materials. 

- 12 lenses (8 single lens and 2 doublet), with 20 air/glass interfaces. 

- No aspherical surfaces. 

- 3 fold mirrors. 

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the optical layout and camera design respectively. Table 4.1 
gives the optical properties for lenses. 
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Figure 4.1 Unfolded layouts for optical design 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Field Lens and Collimator detail. All lenses could be manufacturable  

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.3 Camera. All lenses could be 
manufacturable. The minimal distance (in Hβ- 486.134 nm observations) between the last lens 

and the detector is 46 mm 
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Table 4.1 Main properties of the optical elements for design. All diameters are 5% oversized 
over the nominal usable aperture. d is an indication of a doublet. 

Field Lens and Collimator lens properties 
Lens Glass Diameter 

(mm) 
R1 (mm) R2 (mm)  Thick (mm) 

Field Lens BSL7 180 +968.908 -1645.908 16 
Collimator 

Lens1 
S-LAH60 190 +398.322 -547.209 28 

Collimator 
Lens2 

S-TIH6 190 -481.919 802.172 17 

Collimator 
Lens3 

S-LAH60 170 134.865 119.728 25 

Camera Lens properties 
Camera 
Lens1 

S-LAH66 160 419.66 -2018.82 17 

Camera 
Lens2 

S-LAH60 160 139.962 148.978 17.2 

Camera 
Lens3 

S-LAH60 160 101.801 58.476 54 

Camera 
Lens4(d1) 

S-TIH6 160 -68.455 Infinity 25 

Camera 
Lens5(d1) 

S-LAH66 160 Infinity -114.928 39 

Camera 
Lens6 

S-LAH66 160 -2081.82 -179.278 24.2 

Camera 
Lens7(d2) 

S-LAH51 148 110.792 -148.978 55 

Camera 
Lens8(d2) 

S-LAM7 148 -148.978 350.630 18 

 

4.1.2. Real parameters obtained 
 

Spectral range 486 …656 nm 
FOWsystem = 1.15° 
Fcollimator=984 mm  
Pupil diameter= 123 mm (for center field).  
Fcamera=152.03 mm (for λ=517 nm) 
D/fcamera= 1/1.24 
Total length: 
        without fold mirror (from telescope FP to detector FP) = 2040 mm; 
         with 3 fold mirror in the collimator 1140 mm. 
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4.1.3.  Image Pupil 

The pupil has been decided to be circular to avoid pupil rotation and for the nominal design 
it was chosen to be equivalent to a 1-meter effective diameter primary mirror. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 The pupil image is shown for all the wavelengths and field. Pupil diameter is 123 
mm 

 

4.2. System performance 

We will understand the two mode of the ZoDIACS instrument. 

Interference fringes mode is the image of the interference rings formed by the camera lens in 
the detector plane. 

The camera lens must image the Fabry-Perot rings as well as possible to get good 
wavelength resolution. At the edge of the field on the CCD there are about 2.7pixels per FP ring 
width (at full-width half maximum) which is just enough to give good spatial sampling of the 
ring image. If the lens spot covers more than one pixel (24um per side) then we will start to 
degrade the spatial sampling. We need the geo spot radius to be less than 12um or the nominal 
requirement to accomplish is to have an EE of 100% in 1 pixel for camera lens. 

Full system image mode. Consider the image of the sky formed of a system collimator – 
interferometer – camera lens in the detector plane.  
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4.2.1. Interference fringes mode 

4.2.1.1. Image quality 

The image quality has been evaluated in terms of Ensquared Energy half side (or side size 
in which the 100 % of the energy is included). Three positions in the field of view have been 
considered. The system is axially symmetric.  
The Figure 4.5 to Figure 4.14 show the results of image quality (spot diagrams and EE) for each  
of the 8 possible lines from Hβ (486.134 nm) to Hα (656.281 nm). The figures show a spot  
diagram for the different lines a 1x1 pixel box and the related Ensquared Energy diagram with  
the value obtained a 100% ensquared energy.  

 

 

Figure 4.5 Image quality evaluations at Interference fringes mode. Hβ line (486.134 nm). The 
box is 1x1 pixels 
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Figure 4.6 Fraction of Enclosed Energy as a function of half width from centroid at Hβ line 
(486.134 nm) 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.7 Image quality evaluation at Interference fringes mode. MgI line (517.27 nm). The box 
is 1x1 pixels 
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Figure 4.8 Fraction of Enclosed Energy as a function of half width from centroid at MgI line 
(517.27 nm) 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Image quality evaluation at Interference fringes mode. Fe line (527.036 nm) the box 
is 1x1 pixels 
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Figure 4.10 Fraction of Enclosed Energy as a function of half width from centroid at Fe line 
(527.036 nm) 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Image quality evaluations at Interference fringes mode. Na line (589.562 nm) the 
box is 1x1 pixels 
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Figure 4.12 Fraction of Enclosed Energy as a function of half width from centroid at Na line 
(589.562 nm) 

 
 

 

Figure 4.13 Image quality evaluations at Interference fringes mode. Hα line (656.281 nm) the 
box is 1x1 pixels 
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Figure 4.14 Fraction of Enclosed Energy as a function of half width from centroid at Hα line 
(656.281 nm) 

 
4.2.1.2. Field distortion  

Field distortion has been evaluated for all the bands as shown in Figure 4.15 – 4.20. Field 
distortion is < 0.5 % for all fields in all the lines. 

 

Figure 4.15 Field curvature and distortion plot at Interference fringes mode. Hβ line (486.134 
nm) 
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Figure 4.16 Field curvature and distortion plot at Interference fringes mode. MgI line 
(517.27nm) 

 

 

Figure 4.18 Field curvature and distortion plot at Interference fringes mode. Fe line 
(527.036nm) 
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Figure 4.19 Field curvature and distortion plot at Interference fringes mode. Na line 
(589.562nm) 

 

 

Figure 4.20 Field curvature and distortion plot at Interference fringes mode. Hα line 
(656.281nm) 
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4.2.2. Full system image mode 

4.2.2.1. Image quality 

The image quality has been evaluated in terms of Ensquared Energy half side (or side size 
in which the 100 % of the energy is included). Three positions in the field of view have been 
considered. The system is axially symmetric.  

The Figure 4.21 to Figure 4.30 show the results of image quality (spot diagrams and EE) 
for each of the 8 possible lines from Hβ (486.134 nm) to Hα (656.281 nm). The figures show a 
spot diagram for the different lines a 1x1 pixel box and the related Ensquared Energy diagram 
with the value obtained a 100% ensquared energy.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.21 Image quality evaluation at Full system imaging Mode. Hβ line (486.134 nm). The 
box is 1x1 pixels 
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Figure 4.22 Fraction of Enclosed Energy as a function of half width from centroid at Hβ line 
(486.134 nm) 

 

 
 

Figure 4.23 Image quality evaluation at Full system imaging Mode. MgI line (517.27 nm). The 
box is 1x1 pixels 
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Figure 4.24 Fraction of Enclosed Energy as a function of half width from centroid at MgI line 
(517.27 nm) 

 
 

Figure 4.25 Image quality evaluation at Full system imaging Mode. Fe line (527.036 nm). The 
box is 1x1 pixels 
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Figure 4.26 Fraction of Enclosed Energy as a function of half width from centroid at Fe line 
(527.036 nm) 

 

 
 

Figure 4.27 Image quality evaluations at Full system imaging Mode. Na line (589.562 nm). The 
box is 1x1 pixels 
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Figure 4.28 Fraction of Enclosed Energy as a function of half width from centroid at Na line 
(589.562 nm) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.29 Image quality evaluations at Full system imaging Mode. Hα line (656.281 nm). The 
box is 1x1 pixels 
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Figure 4.30 Fraction of Enclosed Energy as a function of half width from centroid at Hα line 
(656.281 nm) 

 
The results showed in previous figures demonstrate that the image quality is extremely good 

from Hβ to Hα. This implies 100 % of the energy in one pixel.  
 
 
4.2.2.2. Field distortion  

Field distortion has been evaluated for all the bands as shown in Figure 4.31. Distortion is < 
0.2 % for all fields in all the lines.  
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Figure 1.15 The figure shows the field curvature and distortion for each line from Hβ to Hα 

 

4.2.3. Throughput 

Evaluated only the throughput of the collimator and the camera lens. Throughput of the 
interferometer with interference filters are not considered. 
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4.2.3.1.  Internal transmission 

The absorptions due to CaF2 and S-LaL18 for the different elements are shown in Table 
4.2. Absorption coefficients for all glasses are taken from OHARA catalog data. 

Table 4.2 Internal transmission efficiencies in glasses 

Element Thickness 
(mm) 

Wavelength (nm) 

  486 517 520 527 590 656 

Field lens BS7 16 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 

Collimator S-
LAH60 

28 0.965 0.978 0.979 0.981 0.991 0.992 

 S-TIH6 17 0.966 0.978 0.979 0.98 0.991 0.99 

 S-
LAH60 

25 0.968 0.98 0.981 0.983 0.992 0.993 

Camera S-
LAH66 

17 0.994 0.996 0.996 0.997 0.997 0.997 

 S-
LAH60 

17.2 0.978 0.986 0.987 0.988 0.994 0.995 

 S-
LAM66 

54 0.894 0.937 0.94 0.946 0.968 0.969 

 S-TIH6 25 0.95 0.968 0.969 0.973 0.987 0.986 

 S-
LAH66 

39 0.986 0.991 0.991 0.993 0.993 0.993 

 S-
LAH66 

24.2 0.991 0.994 0.995 0.995 0.996 0.995 

 S-
LAH51 

55 0.965 0.978 0.979 0.981 0.985 0.984 

 S-LAM7 18 0.974 0.984 0.985 0.987 0.994 0.996 

Field Lens Collimator and Camera 
Internal transmission, % 

67.9 778.8 78.8 81.9 89.5 89.5 

 

4.2.3.2. Coatings efficiency 

A big effort has been done in order to reduce air/glass interfaces in the design. Table 1.3 
gives an idea of what are the benefits of going to better coatings. Column 1 gives the standard 
values guaranteed by most of optical coating providers. Column 2 gives a reachable value of 1.5 
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% in special coatings offered by different providers. Finally, column 3 is a goal, difficult to 
achieve in terms of feasibility and cost. 

Table 4.3 Benefits in Field lens, collimator and camera throughput from coating 
optimizations 

Reflection per surface <2% <1.5% <1% 

Transmission after 20 
air/glass interfaces 

66.8 73.9 81.8 

 

5. ZoDIACS instrument error budget 

5.1. Error Budget Concept 

Introduction. 
 

The Error Budget (EB) is one of the most important activities of the optical design. It is 
directly related to the final performance and viability from the technical and economical point of 
view. So its successful completion is a must to proceed with a feasible design. 
Figure 5.1 shows the current budgeting.  
Due to time constrains for this conceptual design phase not every item has been analyzed but  
only those that were considered critical for the viability of the instrument. 
 
The analyzed systems have been the following ones:  
 
- Melt glass fitting and tolerance: 

Camera lens, collimator 
 
- Optical manufacturing tolerances: 

Camera lens, collimator  
 
- Camera barrel sub-assembly. 
 
- Collimator barrel sub-assembly 
 
- Interferometer tolerances 
 
- Full system alignment tolerances: 

Camera alignment tolerance; 
Collimator alignment tolerances.  

 
- Telescope-instrument optical axis alignment.  
 
- Thermal Effects. 
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Figure 5.1 Source of errors to be analyzed in the Error Budget 

 

Performance Criteria. 
The geometrical Ensquared Energy is used to evaluate the performance of the instrument. 

We need to estimate performance of camera lens and performance of full instrument.  
Interference fringes mode 

The camera must image the Fabry-Perot rings as well as possible to get good wavelength 
resolution. At the edge of the field on the CCD there are about 2.7 pixels per FP ring width (at 
full-width half maximum) which is just enough to give good spatial sampling of the ring image. 
If the lens spot covers more than one pixel (24um per side) then we will start to degrade the 
spatial sampling. We need the geo spot radius to be less than 12um or the nominal requirement 
to accomplish is to have an EE of 100% in 1 pixel for camera lens. 

Full system image mode 
In principle, collimator and camera must image sky with low resolution for current 

scientific tasks. But we tried to increase resolution without complication of the collimator. Now 
we have high resolution. The spot covers only 1 pixel. Let to note, the nominal requirement to 
accomplish is to have an EE of 100 % in 1 pixel for camera lens. 

Evaluation Procedure.  

Once the range of values that each parameter can take is defined, a large number of Monte 
Carlo (MC) simulations are thrown in order to evaluate the performance. The range of value 
previously defined may enter the MC with different statistics with in its range of allowed values. 
This allows simulate different procedures in manufacturing or assembly. Nevertheless we will 
use usually the worst possible case: a parabolic statistic that favors the extremes of the 
acceptable range. 

Optimization Criteria 

Optimization refers to the process of minimizing errors when the system is being 
perturbed. Different parameters (focus, curvature...) may serve as compensators. Nevertheless as 
we move to the final and real instrument less parameters are left. Moreover the more 
compensators the more cumbersome and expensive in terms of cost and time. 

Ideally the optimization criteria for the most cases should be the EE minimization. 
However this is extremely slow and inefficient. We rather use the rms spot size and compute 
finally the EE. 

5.2. Design Errors 

These are the errors remaining from the optical design. Let us remember that the requirement is to 
have 100% (Ensquared Energy) EE in a 24 µm side box in all the modes. 
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5.2.1. Interference fringes mode (Interferometers&Camera) 
 
Table 5.1 The table shows the actual values EE 100% for the Interference fringes mode 
(Interferometers&Camera) 
Designa-
tion 

Element Wavelength 
(nm) 

Image Quality throught FOV *Back focal 
length 43+ 

0° 1.4° 3.2° 4.7° 

F Hβ 486.134 3.2 5.6 4.7 10.9 6 

b2 MgI 517.270 2.7 6.6 6.6 9.4 6.36 

b1 MgI 518.362 2.4 6.2 6.4 9.7 6.38 

E2 Fe 526.954 2.3 6.3 6.7 9.7 6.47 

 Fe 527.036 2.3 6.3 6.7 9.7 6.47 

D2 Na 588.995 2.3 5.3 5.7 9.5 7.05 

D1 Na 589.562 2.3 5.3 5.7 9.5 7.06 

C Hα 656.281 1.8 2.5 4.5 8.2 7.55 

* - 43 is a constant length from front of cover glass to a sensitivity plane of detector. 
Thickness of cover glass is 3 mm. 

 
5.2.2.  Full system image mode (Collimator&Interferometers&Camera) 

 
Table 5.2 The table shows the actual values EE 100% for the full system image mode 
(Collimator&Interferometers&Camera) 
Designa-
tion 

Element Wavelength 
(nm) 

Image Quality thought FOV *Back focal 
length 

0° 0.3° 0.574°  

F Hβ 486.134 1.8 5.0 10.9 1431 

b2 MgI 517.270 4.1 11.7 6.9 1431 

b1 MgI 518.362 3.3 12.2 6.3 1431.1 

E2 Fe 526.954 3.9 12.4 6.8 1431.2 

 Fe 527.036 7.1 11.7 7.5 1431.2 

D2 Na 588.995 8.1 9.5 9.7 1432.7 

D1 Na 589.562 8.4 9.6 9.9 1432.7 

C Hα 656.281 11.7 11.9 12.1 1434.8 

*- the distance between the last surface of the telescope’s corrector and focal plane of 
the telescope. 
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5.3. Melt Glass Error 

5.3.1. Camera Lens melt glass error 

5.3.1.1. Refractive Index and Abbe Number 

Figure 5.2 EE results before entering refractive index tolerance. The nominal design for 
0.517 µm. The max. GEO radius from centroid is 9.4 µm for 100% energy. Figure 5.3 – 5.4 EE 
results after entering refractive index tolerance. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 EE results before entering refractive index tolerance. 
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Figure 5.3 The system has been allowed to change glass n index about +-0.0005. The 
performance degradation due to an indetermination on n (refraction index) is only 

compensated with focus. The system would go from a nominal of 9.4µm to 30 µm going 
out of requirements 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4 The system has been allowed to change glass n index about +-0.0002. The 
performance degradation due to an indetermination on n (refraction index) is only 

compensated with focus. The system would go from a nominal of 9.4µm to 20 µm going 
out of requirements 
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5.3.1.2. Compensating procedure 

Manufacturers offer precision accuracy melt test certificates in different wavelengths to an 
accuracy about n=+-E-5 and v=+-3E-6 (these for SCHOTT glasses).  
So the procedure once the melt data is supplied is to upgrade the design leaving free thickness 
between lenses to accommodate the prior changes. At the end we only have the tolerances of the 
measured melt. The systems accommodate virtually all the previous defects being the marginal 
error due to the melt measurement uncertainty. This is shown in Figure 5.5.  
 

 

Figure 5.5 Melt glass errors that contribute to the error budget 

 

5.3.1.3. Homogeneity 

In the optical systems demanding high quality of the image the important parameter of glass 
is inheterogeneity. 

Instead, the inhomogeneity of a glass is often expressed as a grade, which corresponds to 
some maximum refractive index variation of the cut glass. For example, the ISO 10110 part 4 
homogeneity grades range from 0 to 5, while SCHOTT denotes their grades using the symbols 
S0, S1, and H1 through H5, OHARA using the symbols A20 through A0.5 :  

 
Table 5.3 Homogeneity grades 

ISO 10110 
part 4 

homogeneity 
grades 

Maximum 
refractive index 

variation 

SCHOTT 
homogeneity grades 

classification 

OHARA homogeneity 
grades classification 

0 ±50·10-6 S0  
1 ±20·10-6 S1 A20 

±20·10-6 H1 
2 ±5·10-6 H2 A5 
3 ±2·10-6 H3 A2 
4 ±1·10-6 H4 A1 
5 ±0.5·10-6 H5 A0.5 
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The most accurate and superior approach to modeling the inhomogeneity of a material can 
be performed via the statistical results of Monte Carlo Tolerance Analysis using tolerances on 
surface irregularity. The TEZI tolerance operand in ZEMAX is used to analyze random irregular 
deviations of small amplitude on a surface that is either type Standard or Even Aspheric. Within 
the Monte Carlo Analysis, the specified surface is converted to a Zernike Standard Sag surface, 
and each polynomial term is assigned a coefficient randomly chosen between zero and one. The 
resulting coefficients are normalized to yield the exact specified RMS tolerance.  

Basically, the surface irregularity model will “warp” the wavefront much like the non-
homogeneity of a specific material. Index variation within a piece of glass will lead to a 
deformation of the wavefront passing through it. From SCHOTT’s technical information article 
on homogeneity , the deformation to the wavefront as a function of inhomogeneity is given by: 

Δs = d • Δn 

where Δs is the wavefront deviation, d is the thickness of the glass, and Δn is the peak to valley 
refractive index variation in the glass. In ZEMAX terms, we might write this as: 

ΔOPL = t • Δn 

where ΔOPL is the change in optical path length, t is the thickness of the glass, and Δn is the 
peak to valley refractive index variation in the glass. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 EE results after entering homogeneity grades correspond maximum refractive index 
variation ±5·10-6 H2 (SCHOTT) and A5 (OHARA) classification The system would go from a 
nominal of 9.4 µm to 26 µm going out of requirements. The statistic is parabolic. 20 MC are 

shown 
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Figure 5.7 EE results after entering homogeneity grades correspond maximum refractive index variation 
±2·10-6 H2 (SCHOTT) and A5 (OHARA) classification The system would go from a nominal of 9.4 µm to 

15 µm going out of requirements. The statistic is parabolic. 20 MC are shown 

 

 

Figure 5.8 EE results after entering homogeneity grades correspond maximum refractive index 
variation ±1·10-6 H2 (SCHOTT) and A5 (OHARA) classification The system would go from a 
nominal of 9.4 µm to 11 µm going out of requirements. The statistic is parabolic. 20 MC are 

shown 
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5.3.2.  Field lens and Collimator melt glass error 

5.3.2.1. Refractive Index and Abbe Number 

Figure 5.9 EE results before entering refractive index tolerance.  The nominal design 
for 0.517 µm. The max. GEO radius from centroid is 11.6 µm for 100% energy. Figure 5.10 EE 
results after entering refractive index tolerance about ±0.0005 and Figure 5.11 ±0.0005 for a 
field lens and ±0.0002 for a collimator’s lenses.  

 

Figure 5.9 EE results before entering refractive index tolerance 

 

Figure 5.10 The system has been allowed to change glass n index about +-0.0005. The 
performance degradation due to an indetermination on n (refraction index) is only compensated 
with focus. The system would go from a nominal of 11.6 µm to 18 µm going out of requirements 
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Figure 5.11 The system has been allowed to change glass n index about ±0.0005 for a field lens 
and ±0.0002 collimator’s lenses. The performance degradation due to an indetermination on n 

(refraction index) is only compensated with focus. The system would go from a nominal of 
11.6µm to 13.5 µm going out of requirements 

 
 
 

5.3.2.2. Compensating procedure 

Let us note again similar to compensating procedure in a camera. 
Manufacturers offer precision accuracy melt test certificates in different wavelengths to an 

accuracy about n=+-E-5 and v=+-3E-6 (these for SCHOTT glasses).  
So the procedure once the melt data is supplied is to upgrade the design leaving free 

thickness between collimator's lens 1 – lens 2 and lens 2 – lens 3 to accommodate the prior 
changes. At the end we only have the tolerances of the measured melt. The systems 
accommodate virtually all the previous defects being the marginal error due to the melt 
measurement uncertainty. This is shown in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.12 Melt glass errors that contribute to the error budget. As compensators 

distances between collimator’s lenses 1-3 were used. The system has been allowed to 
change glass n index about ±0.0005 

 

5.3.2.3. Homogeneity 

More detailed analysis of the homogeneity of the glasses described in the paragraph 
5.3.1.3. Figure 5.13 - 5.15 below shows the results of the analysis of homogeneity of glass field 
lens and collimator lens. 

 

Figure 5.13 EE results after entering homogeneity grades correspond maximum refractive index 
variation ±5·10-6 H2 (SCHOTT) and A5 (OHARA) classification The system would go from a 
nominal of 11.6 µm to 22 µm going out of requirements. The statistic is parabolic. 20 MC are 

shown 
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Figure 5.14 EE results after entering homogeneity grades correspond maximum refractive index 
variation ±2·10-6 H2 (SCHOTT) and A5 (OHARA) classification The system would go from a 

nominal of 11.6 µm to 13.5 µm going out of requirements. The statistic is parabolic. 20 MC are 
shown 

 

 

Figure 5.15 EE results after entering homogeneity grades correspond maximum refractive index 
variation ±5·10-6 (field lens), ±2·10-6 (collimator’s lenses) H2 (SCHOTT) and A5 (OHARA) 

classification The system would go from a nominal of 11.6 µm to 12.5 µm going out of 
requirements. The statistic is parabolic. 20 MC are shown 
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5.4. Fabrication Errors 

5.4.1. Camera Lens 

Table 5.4 shows the manufacturing tolerances for Camera lens 

Table 5.4 Fabrication tolerances for the camera. Small d in the name indicates coupled in a 
doublet. Dimensions are given in mm 

Name Material 

Total 
Apert R1 
(mm) R2 

(mm) 

Wedge 
Central 

thickness 

(mm) 
Scr/D 

Radius 
tolerance 
(fringes) 

@ λ 
632.8nm 

Irreg 
(fringes) 

@ λ 
632.8nm 

Camera- 
Lens1 S-LAH66 

160 
+419.66 
-2081.82 

±0.02 17 ± 0.2 40/20 4 0.5 

Camera- 
Lens2 S-LAH60 

160 
+139.962 
+148.978 

±0.018 17.2 ±0.03 40/20 4 0.5 

Camera- 
Lens3 S-LAM66 

160 
+101.801 
+58.476 

±0.015 54± 0.03 40/20 4 0.5 

Camera- 
Lens4(d1) S-TIH6 160    -

68.455 ∞ ±0.015 25± 0.03 40/20 4 0.5 

Camera- 
Lens5(d1) S-LAH66 160    ∞      

-114.928 ±0.015 39± 0.03 40/20 4 0.5 

Camera- 
Lens6 S-LAH66 

160    -
2081.82 
-179.278 

±0.015 24.2 ±0.1 40/20 4 0.5 

Camera- 
Lens7(d2) S-LAH66 

148 
+110.792 
-148.978 

±0.018 55 ±0.06 40/20 4 0.5 

Camera- 
Lens8(d2) S-LAM7 

148    -
148.978 
+350.63 

±0.02 18 ±0.2 40/20 4 0.5 

 

The compensators are center distances between the lenses in addition to focus allowed. At 
the end the residuals are those due to the final data sheet measurement accuracy. The system is 
only limited by the precision of the thickness and radio of curvature measurement.  

Apply the compensator is as follows. After receiving the updated data from the 
manufacturer about value of the surface curvature, thickness, and the glass refractive index for 
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each lens, we re-optimize of a system and receives the refined values for distances between the 
lenses. Figure 5.16 EE results after entering manufacture tolerance.  

 

Figure 5.16 EE results after entering manufacture tolerance. The system would go from a 
nominal of 9.4 µm to 12 µm going out of requirements. The statistic is normal. 20 MC are 

shown. . It was perform for wavelength 517 nm 

 

 

5.4.2. Field Lens and Collimator  

 

Table 5.5 shows the manufacturing tolerances for Field Lens and Collimator 

Name Material 

Total 
Apert R1 
(mm) R2 

(mm) 

Wedge 
Central 

thickness 

(mm) 
Scr/D 

Radius 
tolerance 
(fringes) 

@ λ 
632.8nm 

Irreg 
(fringes) 

@ λ 
632.8nm 

Field Lens BSL7 
180 
+968.908 -
1645.223 

±0.03 16±0.1 40/20 4 0.5 

Fold mirror Mirror 
(BSL7)  250       ∞ ±0.05 25 ±0.2  4 0.5 

Fold mirror Mirror 
(BSL7) 185    ∞ ±0.05 25±0.2  4 0.5 

Fold mirror Mirror 270   ∞ ±0.05 25 ±0.2  2 0.5 
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(BSL7) 

Collimator- 
Lens1 S-LAH60 

190      
+398.322   
-547.209 

±0.015 28±0.1 40/20 4 0.5 

Collimator 
– Lens2 S-TIH6 

190      -
481.919 
+802.172 

±0.015 17±0.05 40/20 4 0.5 

Collimator- 
Lens3 S-LAH60 

170      
+134.865 
+119.728 

±0.015 25±0.03 40/20 4 0.5 

 

The compensators are center distances between the lenses of collimator. At the end the 
residuals are those due to the final data sheet measurement accuracy. The system is only limited 
by the precision of the thickness and radio of curvature measurement.  

Apply the compensator is similar to camera lens. After receiving the updated data from the 
manufacturer about value of the surface curvature, thickness, and the glass refractive index for 
each lens, we re-optimize of a system and receive the refined values for distances between the 
lenses. Figure 5.17 EE results after entering manufacture tolerance.  

 

 

Figure 5.17 EE results after entering manufacture tolerance. The system would go from a 
nominal of 11.7 µm to 14 µm going out of requirements. The statistic is normal. 20 MC are 

shown. It was perform for wavelength 517 nm 
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5.5. Subassembly Errors 

5.5.1. Camera Lens 

5.5.1.1. Camera Lens Doublet 1 

The decenter by cementation of individual components in the doublet must be less than 
0,02 mm (see Table 2.4). Cementation process should be control using measuring devices 
(autocollimator, et.) Residual decenter in doublet should be absent. 

5.5.1.2. Camera Lens Doublet 2 

The decenter by cementation of individual components in the doublet must be less than 
0,02 mm (see Table 2.4). Cementation process should be control using measuring devices 
(autocollimator, et.) Residual decenter in doublet should be absent. 

5.5.1.3. Camera Barrel 

The 8 elements (2 doublets, 6 single lenses) of the camera will be mounted on a machined 
barrel. Two ways of mounting are proposed in terms of the required accuracy needed. This 
assembly contains the tolerances of mechanizing the barrel. The assumptions for this assembly is 
that all the seats for the elements are parallel (which is nearly true for a whole machined at once 
barrel). The result of tolerances is shown in the Table 5.6. 

 

Figure 5.18 EE results after entering barrel lens tolerance (thickness, tilts and decenters 
corresponding to camera lens). The statistic is normal. 20 MC are shown. The system is 

degraded from 9.4 to 12 µm 
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Table 5.6 Thickness, Tilts and Decenters corresponding to Camera lens. Lens is labeled as 
in Figure 5.19 

Lens Thickness between 
Lenses, mm 

Element decenter, 
mm 

Element Tilts, deg 

Camera- Lens1 0.5*±0.03  to Lens2 ±0.028 ±0.005 

Camera- Lens2 0.5*±0.02  to Lens3 ±0.028 ±0.005 

Camera Lens3 63*±0.02  to Lens4 ±0.02 ±0.005 

Camera- 
Lens4,Lens5 

0.5*±0.02  to Lens6 ±0.028 ±0.005 

Camera- Lens6 0.5*±0.02  to Lens7 ±0.02 ±0.005 

Camera- 
Lens7,Lens8 

Compensator ±0.028 ±0.005 

* - thickness between lenses must be adjusted after the real values of the nd of glass. 

 

 

Figure 5.19 Camera lens barrel 
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5.5.2.  Collimator  

5.5.2.1. Collimator barrel 

The 3 elements of the camera will be mounted on a machined barrel. Two ways of 
mounting are proposed in terms of the required accuracy needed. This assembly contains the 
tolerances of mechanizing the barrel. The assumptions for this assembly is that all the seats for 
the elements are parallel (which is nearly true for a whole machined at once barrel). The result of 
tolerances is shown in the Table 5.7. 

 

Figure 5.20 EE results after entering barrel collimator tolerance (thickness, tilts and 
decenters corresponding to camera lens). The statistic is parabolic. 20 MC are shown. The 

system is degraded from 11.6 to 13.5 µm 

 

Table 5.7 Thickness, Tilts and Decenters corresponding to Collimator. Collimator is labeled 
as in Figure 2.21 

Lens Thickness between 
Lenses, mm 

Element decenters, 
mm 

Element Tilts, deg 

Collimator- 
Lens1 

7.8*±0.05  to Lens2 ±0.05 ±0.007 

Collimator - 
Lens2 

17*±0.06  to Lens3 ±0.05 ±0.007 

Collimator 
Lens3 

 ±0.06 ±0.007 
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Figure 5.21 Camera lens barrel 

 

5.6. Alignment errors 

The real procedure of assembly the optics with their mounts is covered in this sub-section. 
All the errors associated with this procedure will be analyzed. Precision for positioning the 
elements will be derived. 

5.6.1. Definition of optomechanical axis 

The first step, we need to define the optomechanical axis and placed all instrument 
components in their nominal place. This procedure is done before mounting any optical elements 
so there is no impact on performance. To fix the optical axis two points are needed.  

One propose is to use laser with diameter spot 1 mm and 1 mrad divergence. We place 
laser behind focal plane pointing to the instrument and use to mask with center hole. One is 
placed in focal plane of instrument and another is place in the F-P etalons entrance window. 
Align a center hole focal plane mask with center hole F-P etalons mask. Fixing the three folding 
mirrors. The holes are 0.5mm in diameter. Place and align one flat mirror at the exit window F-P 
etalons position in autocolimation with the laser output.  

 

5.6.2. Camera Lens alignment  

The optomechanical axis of the camera was already defined. Now we need to put the 
camera in this axis. The camera will be moved (decentered) and tilted until the image is back in 
autocollimation with the laser. A plate with a hole in the center of the first lens of the camera 
helps defining the ray stopping it in its way back. We place a flat mirror in the camera focal 
plane. It must bee parallel to focal plane and has an area of 0.5 mm as all the holes. To evaluate 
the result on the final performance a step simulation is carried out.  

The figure 5.22. show decenters and tilts of a camera lens.  
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Figure 5.22 The figure shows a camera tilted, decenters and replacement 

 

The tolerance analysis was performed for camera lens alignment. Results are shown in a table 
5.8.  

 

Figure 5.20 EE results after entering tilts and decenters of camera lens. The statistic is 
parabolic. 20 MC are shown. No compensators were used. The system is degraded from 9.4 

to 12 µm 

Table 5.8 Camera Lens alignment tolerance  

Position  Value 

Placement (from exit window of F-P 
interferometer)  

±5 mm 

Decenters  ±1.5 mm 

Tilts  ±0.025° 
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Tolerance of camera lens placement is unrestricted. Camera works in parallel rays. The 
moving of camera lens away from F-P etalons can make a vignetting of field rays on the lenses. 
The mirror is located at the conjugated focus with the focal plane at 13 mm. The most significant 
parameter is a camera lens tilts. Tilts of ±0.025° means what a face plane of camera barrel has a 
± 0.03 mm in a thickness variation (figure 5.19) in 200 mm diameter. This error can be 
compensated by tilt of detector.  

 

5.6.3. Collimator alignment  

The operation puts the collimator (collimator barrel) in the optomechanical axis. The 
collimator will be moved decentered and tilted until the image is back in autocollimation with 
the laser. The tolerance for collimator alignment was performed. The results are presented in the 
table 5.9.  

 

5.6.4. Field lens and fold mirrors alignment  

The adjustment fold mirrors have done (section 5.6.1). The field lens alignment will be 
done. This procedure has to accomplish two operations. First is to place the lens in the optical 
axis. The second is to adjust the z-axis (position along the optical beam) to obtain a collimated 
beam at the pupil. The adjustment will be done sequentially. The result of tolerance analysis was 
shown below in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.22. The Table 5.9 consists data for a field lens, three fold 
mirrors and collimator’s barrel.  

Table 5.9 Tolerance to Field lens, Fold Mirrors and Collimator barrel. Component are shown in 
Figure 5.23 

Component Thickness between 
component, mm 

Element decenters, mm Element Tilts, X; Y 
deg 

Field Lens 110±2  to Fold Mirror1 ±2 0±0.14* 

Fold 
Mirror1 

398±2  to Fold Mirror2 ±2 45±0.05; 0±0.10 

Fold 
Mirror2 

500±2  to Fold Mirror3 ±2 0±0.05; 20±0.1 

Fold 
Mirror3 

130±2  to Collimator 
barrel 

±2 45±0.05; 0±0.1 

Collimator 
barrel 

45±5 (from collimator last 
lens) to F-P etalon window 

±1 0±0.14* 

*-  
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Figure 5.22 EE results after entering an alignment tolerance for field lens, fold mirrors, and 
collimator barrel (thickness, tilts and decenters). The statistic is parabolic. 20 MC are shown. The 

system is degraded from 11.6 to 14 µm. 

Only one compensator was used in this tolerance analysis. It is distance between telescope 
focal plane and field lens. As we see from table 5.9 tolerances for element decenter is not closed. 
Tilts of fold mirrors have close tolerance. These errors will be compensated during adjustment.  
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Figure 5.23 The ZoDIACS instrument layout. 

 

5.7. Thermal effects  

The ZoDIACS optical bench is a simple platform, thermally separated from ambient 
conditions based of isolators. This thermal isolation is critical to allow the environmental control 
system to maintain the optics, particularly the etalons, at stable temperatures which are needed 
for survey uniformity. Thermal control of instrument is 10 mK/night, 30 mK long term (months 
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to years). Thereby, thermal effects in instrument is insignificant. However on the Figure we can 
see results of the thermal tolerance analysis.  

The figure at the left shows the performance at temperature 17º C. Central figure shows the 
performance at 20°C temperature. The figure at the right shows the performance at temperature 
22°C. Thermal analysis was performed for a collimator without fold mirrors. In all barrel and 
tube is steel material used. One assumption was considered, two etalons F-P don’t have thermal 
effect.  

   

Figure 5.24 Results from the thermal effects analysis 

 

6. ZoDIACS instrument 3D layout  

In figure 6.1- 6.2 3D shaded models is presented. The maximal length of the instrument is 1090 
mm. Maximal instrument’s height and width are 560 mm and 570 mm. 

 

Figure 6.1 ZoDIACS instrument shaded model 
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Figure 6.2 ZoDIACS instrument shaded model. Back view 
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7. Appendix: Specifications on the optical elements. 

 

Camera  
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Collimator 
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Field lens 
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Fold mirrors 
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